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Compliance to objections for the post of  Executive Grievance, SHAS
Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections

1 NRHM_EGS_72884 MANOJ KUMAR 
ROUTRAY

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement,  the candidate must have 1-3 years 
of full time post qualification experience in 
relevant field. The document related to post 
qualification experience in the relevant field is not 
enclosed with application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

I firmly believe that my combined 
experience as an electrical  engineer and 
Swasthya Mitra uniquely positions me to 
excel in the role of a Grievance Executive. 
My analytical mindset, problem-solving 
abilities, compassionate approach to patient 
care, and effective communication skills are 
assets that can greatly contribute to your 
team. I kindly request that you reconsider 
my application and take into account the 
valuable transferable  skills and experiences 
I bring to the table. Thank you for y

After re-verification it is found that submitted 
experience certificate of Electrical Engineer in Ayoki 
Cembol Erctors Pvt Ltd  is not relevant experience  as 

per instructions laid down in the advertisement no 
02/2023. Therefore,  your application is hereby 

rejected. 

2 NRHM_EGS_72884 MANOJ KUMAR 
ROUTRAY

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement,  the candidate must have 1-3 years 
of full time post qualification experience in 
relevant field. The document related to post 
qualification experience in the relevant field is not 
enclosed with application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

As an electrical engineer with two years of 
experience, I have developed a strong 
foundation in problem-solving, critical 
thinking, and effective communication.  
These skills have allowed me to analyze 
complex technical issues, collaborate with 
cross-functional teams, and find innovative 
solutions to challenges.  While my 
experience in electrical engineering may not 
appear directly related to the role of a 
Grievance Executive, the skills I have 
acquired are transferable, resolving various 
grievan



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
3 NRHM_EGS_73028 SIPRANJALI  SAHOO REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate must have 1-3 
years of full time post qualification experience. 
No such valid experience certificate is enclosed 
along with your application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

Please consider my objection. THANK YOU.

After re-verification, it is found that you have not 
submitted a valid experience certificate. Therefore,  
your application is hereby rejected.

4 NRHM_EGS_73028 SIPRANJALI  SAHOO REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate must have 1-3 
years of full time post qualification experience. 
No such valid experience certificate is enclosed 
along with your application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

I was rejected for my experience letter 
because I am still continuing with this 
company, they gave me the mail I sent with 
the application, please you can verify this 
certificate along with my company. Below I 
mention details of the company Company 
name-Abseclab Pvt Ltd REG NO: 
U72900OR218PTC029685  GSTIN: 
21AARCA4605P1ZF  Address: plot no 43, 
lane 1, road 2, Jagannath Vihar, Barmunda, 
BBSR-751003, Odisha, India Phone 
no:06743511777  website: 
https://abseclab.com  Kindly Consider on it.

5 NRHM_EGS_72839 SUNILI KUMAR 
SAHOO

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate must have 1-3 
years of full time post qualification experience. 
No such experience certificate is enclosed with 
your application. Therefore, your application is 
liable for rejection.

With best of my conscious mind I have 
attached all the relevant documents (all 
certificate & experience) with self attested. 
Kindly recheck my application and do 
needful.

After re-verification, it is found that you have not 
submitted the experience certificate required as per 
the information and instructions laid down under 
Advt. No.02/2023. Offer of appointment can not be 
considered as experience certificate.  Therefore, your 
application is hereby rejected.



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
6 NRHM_EGS_72722 SAILAJA SANKAR 

KANUNGO
REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose all 
certificates and marksheet in support of age, 
qualification, experience, ID Proof etc. ID proof is 
not enclosed with your application. Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

Respected sir, I came to know that my 
application might be rejected as I have not 
enclosed ID proof with the same. I wish to 
state that it has been done unintentionally.  I 
am prepared to submit the wanting 
document at the earliest even if during the 
interview or written test failing which I may 
not be allowed for the same. I request you 
to be kind enough not to reject my 
application and give me a chance to try my 
hand for which I will remain obliged. Yours 
sincerely Sailaja Sankar Kanungo

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
submitted ID proof . Further,  as per instructions laid 
down in the advertisement no. 02/2023  no 
fresh/new documents shall be accepted after due 
date. Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

7 NRHM_EGS_72669 SWAGATIKA 
CHAUDHURY

REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 
ground of hardcopy of application not received/ 
not superscribed name of the post /late received/ 
application received through ordinary post

SIR/MADAM I had submitted my printed 
application form along with all credentials 
supporting  to my qualifications  and 
experience through speed post on dtd 
19.06.2023 vide docket no EO718926156IN  
and the same document was reached to 
your office on 22.06.2023.  However i had 
not mention the post name Executive 
Grievance in the cover page of the 
submitted application form. for which it was 
rejected, hence it was requested to consider 
my submitted application form for the post 
of executive grievance.

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
superscribed the name of the post applied for . 
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected8 NRHM_EGS_72669 SWAGATIKA 

CHAUDHURY
REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not received/ 
not superscribed name of the post /late received/ 
application received through ordinary post

SIR/MADAM I had submitted my printed 
application form along with all credentials 
supporting  to my qualifications  and 
experience through speed post on dtd 
19.06.2023 vide docket no EO718926156IN  
and the same document was reached to 
your office on 22.06.2023.  However i had 
not mention the post name Executive 
Grievance in the cover page of the 
submitted application form. forwhich it was 
rejected, hence it was requested to consider 
my submitted application form for the post 
of executive gtievance.



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
9 NRHM_EGS_73212 SUDHIR KUMAR 

PRADHAN
REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose all 
certificates and marksheet in support of age, 
qualification, experience, ID Proof, passport size 
photograph etc. ID proof & passport size 
photograph are not enclosed with your 
application.  Therefore, your application is liable 
for rejection.

Now, I have submitted hard copy of my ID 
proof and passport photograph before the 
office of NHM Odisha.

After re-verification, it is found that you have not 
submitted ID Proof & a passport-size photograph. 
Further, as per instructions laid down in 
advertisement no 02/2023 no fresh/ new documents 
shall be accepted after  due date. Therefore,  your 
application is hereby rejected.

10 NRHM_EGS_73001 KSHIROD CHANDRA 
NANDA

Provisionally  
Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose all 
certificates and marksheet in support of age, 
qualification, experience, ID Proof etc. ID proof is 
not enclosed with your application. Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir, I had enclosed my ID proof in 
my application form. Request you to kindly 
recheck my documents once again.

After re-verification your application is Provisionally 
Shortlisted.

11 NRHM_EGS_72696 DIBYAJIT GIRI REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 
ground of hardcopy of application not received/ 
not superscribed name of the post /late received/ 
application received through ordinary post

Respected sir, I have applied for the post of 
Executive Grievance-SHAS before the last 
date of apply and the hardcopy of the 
application forwarded to the SHAS office by 
speed post bearing transaction no-
EO601414169IN.  The postal tracking status 
shows the application delivered on 
30/06/2023 where the last date was 
10/07/2023.  I think i have not superscribed 
name of the post on the top of the 
envelope. Sir please consider the case and 
scrutiny my application for further process. 
Thanking you

After  re-verification  it  is  found  that  you  have  not 
superscribed  the  name  of  the  post  applied  for. 
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected

12 NRHM_EGS_73199 SUJIT KUMAR 
SARANGI

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose all 
certificates and marksheet in support of age, 
qualification, experience, ID Proof etc. ID proof is 
not enclosed with your application. Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

Sorry, Sir, Maybe the id proof was 
misplaced. So I again courier the ID proof. 
Kindly consider my Application.  Please 
allow me sir for further process, sir.

After  re-verification  it  is  found  that  you  have  not 
submitted  ID proof.  Further,   as  per  instructions  laid 
down  in  the  advertisement  no.  02/2023   no 
fresh/new  documents  shall  be  accepted  after  due 
date.  Therefore,  your  application  is  hereby  rejected.



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
13 NRHM_EGS_73170 BASANTA KUMAR 

ROUT
REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement,  the candidate must have 1-3 Years 
of full time post qualification experience in 
relevant field. The document related to post 
qualification experience in the relevant field is not 
enclosed with application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

Dear Sir,i have submitted my relevant work 
experience letter which I worked in iffco 
tokio GIC ltd,looking RSBY,BKKY project for 
sundergarh,deogarh,jharsugda  and 
keonjhar district as one of my job role is 
grievance of claims and other issues at 
collector meeting. Proof of grievance 
meeting participation also find in collector's 
office register.My name also got displayed 
that time at RSBY official portal as district 
coordinator of sng district.  so please review 
my application.

After re-verification, it is found that submitted 
experience certificate of TL Pharmacist in Threpsi 
Solutions Pvt ltd is not relevant experience as per 
instructions laid down in advertisement no 02/2023, 
submitted relieving letter of Senior Executive of Dr. 
Reddy's Laboratories  Ltd without mentioned job 
commencement  period. Further, Offer-cum- 
Appointment letter can not be considered as 
experience certificate. Therefore,  your application is 
hereby rejected. 

14 NRHM_EGS_72699 SAGAR CHANDRA 
KHATUA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose a 
certificate for conversion as applicable to 
percentage of mark in case the mark obtained are 
in the form of CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc. 
No such certificate in support of CGPA Conversion 
is enclosed with your application . Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

I HAVE ALREADY SEND A COPY OF CGPA 
CONVERSION CERTIFICATE IF NOT FOUND 
PLEASE ALLOW ME AND I AM SUBMITTING 
CGPA CONVERSION CERTIFICATE AT THE 
TIME OF INTERVIEW

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
submitted CGPA conversion certificate. Further, as 
per instructions laid down in the advertisement no 
02/2023 no fresh/ new documents shall be accepted 
after due date. Therefore,  your application is hereby 
rejected.

15 NRHM_EGS_72682 SUMIT RANJAN ROY Provisionally  
Shortlisted

Dear Sir/ Madam, I have more than 4.5 
Years experience. But Showing Experience 
details Only 0.10 (10 Months) experience. 
Kindly helps in this matters

Your experience is showing properly. You are already 
Provisionally  Shortlisted.

16 NRHM_EGS_72844 SATYABRATA DEO REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 
ground of hardcopy of application not received/ 
not superscribed name of the post /late received/ 
application received through ordinary post

I had sent my document through speed post 
and also mentioned the name of the post 
correctly But still rejected. Speed post : 
EO444941578IN  IVR:6979444941578  SP 
RAISUAN S.O COUNTER NO:1,30/06/2023 
11:59 TO: CHIEF EXE OFF,STATE HEALTH ASS 
PIN:751007, SHAHID NAGAR S.O FROM: 
SATYABRATA  DEO,KASIRA Wt:65gms 
Amt:41.30 (Cash)Tax:6.30

After  re-verification  it  is  found  that  you  have  not 
superscribed  the  name  of  the  post  applied  for. 
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
17 NRHM_EGS_72719 SK SAHABUDDIN REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate must have 1-3 
years of full time post qualification experience. 
No such valid experience certificate is enclosed 
along with your application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

I have enclosed the Experience Certificate 
with the application form as working as DEO 
in Directorate of Blood Safety, H & FW 
Deptt, Odisha on Outsourcing  basis from 
01.03.2021 to till date. So, i have completed 
more than 1 year of post qualification 
experience and continuing till date i.e. 2.5 
years and still continuing.

After re-verification, it is found that you have not 
submitted a valid experience certificate i.e without 
order no. Therefore,  your application is hereby 
rejected.                                                                                                        

18 NRHM_EGS_72782 SAMBIT KUMAR 
MOHANTY

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate must have 1-3 
years of full time post qualification experience. 
No such valid experience certificate is enclosed 
along with your application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

Sir, I am working as a data entry operator in 
Directorate of AYUSH, UNDER National 
AYUSH Mission under Outsourcing  basis of 
Attreya Associates from 6-6-22 to continue 
now (8-8-23). I have sent the appointment 
letter of Atreya Associates where in point 
no.3 Functional  Area, it has mentioned that 
i am working in Directorate of AYUSH. 
Besides this, i have other experience in 
other company, that also i have given the 
certificate. So, please consider my case.

After re-verification it is found that submitted 
experience certificate without mentioning the post in 
Infotech BPO, submitted experience certificate of 
system operator in Hanumant Logistics & Mohapatra 
Associates is not valid. Further, the submitted 
experience certificate of Executive in Paradigm IT 
Technology Services Pvt ltd is only 04 months. 
Therefore,  your application is hereby rejected. 

19 NRHM_EGS_72758 JAYA PRASAD JENA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose all 
certificates and marksheet in support of age, 
qualification, experience, ID Proof etc. ID proof is 
not enclosed with your application. Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

Sir/Madam, I had enclosed my ID proof. But 
donot know how it is missing. Can I send my 
ID proof again. Kindly intimate me.

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
submitted ID proof . Further,  as per instructions laid 
down in the advertisement no. 02/2023  no 
fresh/new documents shall be accepted after due 
date. Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

20 NRHM_EGS_72695 NITYANANDA  DAKUA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to enclose all 
certificates and marksheet in support of age, 
qualification, experience, ID Proof etc. ID proof is 
not enclosed with your application. Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, I have already submitted my age 
proof as matric certificate and aadhaar card 
as ID proof. Kindly reverify my application If 
some how you had not got then I am giving 
undertaking that I have submitted all the 
genuine data in online application and I will 
submit all original certificate at any stage of 
requirement process. Please reverify my 
application for not to reject my application. 
Regards Nityananda Dakua 9238552200

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
submitted ID proof . Further,  as per instructions laid 
down in the advertisement no. 02/2023  no 
fresh/new documents shall be accepted after due 
date. Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
21 NRHM_EGS_72732 RENUKA CHHATAR REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not received/ 
not superscribed name of the post /late received/ 
application received through ordinary post

I OBJECTION FOR THIS LIST.IT'S NOT 
SATISFIED TO ME BECAUSE I THINK I SEND 
MY DOCUMENTS ON TIME WITH AN 
APPROPRIATE MANNER AND 
SUPERSCRIBED NAME OF THE POST.PLEASE 
CLARIFY THIS .SO KINDLY REQUEST TO 
CHECK MY HARDCOPY SUBMISSION DATE 
AND TAKE THE NECESSARY ACTION.

After re-verification it is found that hard copy of 
appplication has not been received. Therefore, your 
application is hereby  rejected.  

22 NRHM_EGS_73006 SABITABALA 
MOHAPATRA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement,  candidates,who are already 
working in Health Department/ Govt. sector 
either on regular or on contractual  basis, have to 
submit No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the 
employer (appointing authority) at the time of 
submission of application.  No such certificate in 
support of NOC is enclosed with your application. 
Therefore, your application is liable for rejection.

After submission of the online application, 
the list of enclosures (self attested 
copies)generated alongwith the application 
form wherein in the Sl. No-6, it is 
mentioned that NOC to be submitted by the 
candidates working under Health 
Department only. However, as desired I will 
produce the NOC issued from the 
appropriate authority as and when 
required.  Further, I will submit the NOC 
through speed post within the timeline as 
mentioned in the notice to enlist my name 
in the selection list.

After re-verification, it is found that have not 
submitted  NOC along with the application form 
required as per the information & instructions laid 
down in Advertisement No.02/2023  under clause 
(vi). Further,  as per instructions laid down in the  
said advertisement, no fresh/ new documents shall 
be accepted after  due date. Therefore, your 
application is hereby rejected.

23 NRHM_EGS_72886 V SANTOSH RAJU REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement,  the candidate must have 1-3 years 
of full time post qualification experience in 
relevant field. The document related to post 
qualification experience in the relevant field is not 
enclosed with application. Therefore, your 
application is liable for rejection.

Dear sir, Yes I have attached my post 
qualification experience certificate, which is 
more than 2 years as an accountant at M/s 
Bikash. Please verify the posted documents.  
If you give me permission I will post again 
all the documents.  Thanks and regards

After re-verification it is found that submitted 
experience certificate of Accountat in M/s Bikash  is 
not relevant experience  as per instructions laid 
down in the advertisement no 02/2023. Further, as 
per instructions laid down in the  said advertisement  
no fresh/ new documents shall be accepted after due 
date. Therefore,  your application is hereby rejected. 



Compliance to objections for the post of IT Executive, SHAS
Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections

1 NRHM_ITS_73078 SIPRANJALI SAHOO REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate must have 1-
3 Years full time post qualification 
experience. No such valid experience 
certificate is enclosed along with your 
application. Therefore, your application is 
liable for rejection.

Please Consider my objection, THANKYOU

After re-verification, it is found that you have not 
submitted a valid experience certificate. Therefore,  

your application is hereby rejected.

2 NRHM_ITS_73078 SIPRANJALI SAHOO REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate must have 1-
3 Years full time post qualification 
experience. No such valid experience 
certificate is enclosed along with your 
application. Therefore, your application is 
liable for rejection.

I was rejected for my experience letter 
because I am still continuing with this 
company, they gave me the mail I sent with 
the application, please you can verify this 
certificate along with my company. Below I 
mention details of the company Company 
name-Abseclab Pvt Ltd REG NO: 
U72900OR218PTC029685 GSTIN: 
21AARCA4605P1ZF Address: plot no 43, 
lane 1, road 2, Jagannath Vihar, Barmunda, 
BBSR-751003, Odisha, India Phone 
no:06743511777 website: 
https://abseclab.com Kindly Consider on it. 
THAN

3 NRHM_ITS_73280 SK BARAKATULLA MAHAMMED REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to 
enclose a certificate for conversion as 
applicable to percentage of mark in case the 
mark obtained are in the form of 
CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc. No such 
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is 
enclosed with your application . Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

Sir by mistake I am unable to enclose the 
CGPA conversion certificate produced by 
BPUT.So please alow me to submit the 
conversion certificate.

After re-verification, it is found that you have not 
submitted  CGPA conversion certificate. Further, as 
per instructions laid down in the advertisement no 
02/2023 no fresh/ new documents shall be 
accepted after due date. Therefore,  your 
application is hereby rejected.

4 NRHM_ITS_72678 DEBABANDYA MOHAPATRA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to 
enclose a certificate for conversion as 
applicable to percentage of mark in case the 
mark obtained are in the form of 
CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc. No such 
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is 
enclosed with your application . Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

Please refer this conversion declaration by 
BPUT link 
https://www.bput.ac.in/documents/bput_1
473880527.pdf According to this my CGPA 
stands at (7.79 - 0.50) * 10 = 72.9 As I have 
sent the final certificates of my 8th 
semester 2011 as this circular released after 
that please consider this for your perusal. 
Thank you Debabandya Mohapatra

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
submitted CGPA conversion certificate. Therefore,  
your application is hereby rejected.



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
5 NRHM_ITS_72796 DAMBARU DHARA BINDHANI REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 1-3 
years of full time post qualification 
experience in relevant field. The document 
related to post qualification experience in 
the relevant field is not enclosed with 
application. Therefore, your application is 
liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, As per your Criteria , Currently i am 
associate with more then total 3 years 
experience in IT Executive Post , till date at 
(DEPL ,CUTTACK,under TP Northern Odisha 
Distribution Limited (TPNODL), Balasore.). 
Sir, I am achived Double Master 
Degree(MCA, M.Tech(CSE)).Kindly request 
to you selection me.

After re-verification it is found that submitted 
experience certificate of Administrative Officer-
cum-Junior Accountant in Tokyo  Advanced Higher 
Secondary School is not relevant experience  as per 
instructions laid down in the advertisement no 
02/2023. Therefore,  your application is hereby 
rejected. 

6 NRHM_ITS_72774 RAJESWARI DAS REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to 
enclose a certificate for conversion as 
applicable to percentage of mark in case the 
mark obtained are in the form of 
CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc. No such 
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is 
enclosed with your application . Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

In response to the email regarding the 
objection to the post-SHAS-IT EXECUTIVE 
applied for. Here, I am mentioning the 
CGPA to Percentage conversion mark as per 
university/college rules i.e. 
(CGPA)x10=Percentage of Mark. As I have 
cleared the B.Tech final semester with a 
CGPA of 71.5, which is equivalent to 71.5% 
of the total mark. Also, I have already 
applied for the conversion certificate which 
will be issued within 10-12 days. Hence it 
may kindly be considered for shortlisting of 
my candidatur

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
submitted CGPA conversion &  experience 
certificate. Therefore,  your application is hereby 
rejected.

7 NRHM_ITS_72700 SAGAR CHANDRA KHATUA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 
advertisement , the candidate has to 
enclose a certificate for conversion as 
applicable to percentage of mark in case the 
mark obtained are in the form of 
CGPA,OGPA, DGPA, GPA, CPI etc. No such 
certificate in support of CGPA Conversion is 
enclosed with your application . Therefore, 
your application is liable for rejection.

I HAVE ALREADY ATTACHED THE 
CONVERSION CERTIFICATE IF NOT FOUND 
PLEASE ALLOW ME TO RE-SUBMIT CGPA 
CONVERSION CERTIFICATE

After re-verification it is found that you have not 
submitted CGPA conversion certificate. Further, as 
per instructions laid down in the advertisement no 
02/2023  no fresh/ new documents shall be 
accepted after due date. Therefore,  your 
application is hereby rejected.



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections
8 NRHM_ITS_72804 ABHIJIT MISHRA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to 
enclose all certificates and marksheet in 
support of age, qualification, experience, ID 
Proof etc. ID proof not enclosed with your 
application. Therefore, your application is 
liable for rejection.

Sir, I hereby inform you that during any 
Test/PI related to recruitment, concerned 
candidates have allowed to the venues on 
having ID proof along with Admit card, 
hence my application shouldn't be rejected 
for concerned reason. On the other hand 
now a days various recruitment agencies 
have invited application through online 
mode only to support Government 
Paperless Initiative & it has also expected 
from NRHM. Therefore to avoid concerned 
rejection please allow me to send ID proof 
Soft Copies.

After reverification it is found that you have not 
submitted ID proof . Further,  as per instructions 
laid down in the advertisement no. 02/2023  no 
fresh/new documents shall be accepted after due 
date. Therefore, your application is hereby 
rejected.

9 NRHM_ITS_72961 ABHIMANYU SAHOO REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 
ground of hardcopy of application not 
received/ not superscribed name of the post 
/late received/application received through 
ordinary post

I have submitted the application with 
proper requirements, super scribed and 
before last date of submission. Please re 
verify my application and consider me for 
test/interview. obliged.

After  reverification  it  is  found  that  you  have  not 
superscribed  the  name  of  the   post  applied  for. 
Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.


